Great British Fishing

River of dreams
Weaving its way through breathtaking scenery, the River Wye has been captivating anglers for
centuries. We joined Adam Fisher for a day of pure pleasure fishing on this stunning waterway
Words & Photography: Ian Chapman
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Great British Fishing

River of dreams

I

T’S 4.30am and there’s a rare calmness
in the air as the sun begins to pierce a
hole in the thin clouds emerging over
the horizon.
In the middle distance Goodrich Castle
towers over a field of ripening corn,
dominating the glowing green landscape
of the Wye Valley, through which ‘the
sylvan wanderer’ runs its magical and
meandering course.
“The river’s name actually means ‘to
wander’!” Adam Fisher informs us, while
quietly rigging up his two rods by the side of
his favourite venue.
“I’ve fished the Wye since I was a lad, and I
feel very privileged to now work as a fishery
manager and a guide on this beautiful
watercourse. We’re going to be fishing one of
my favourite stretches today, one which is full
of swims brimming with character and
possibility,” he adds.
“Many anglers, particularly newcomers, can
be daunted by the powerfully flowing water of
a big river like the Wye. Hopefully, the simple
approach I will demonstrate today will allay
their fears and encourage them to come and
have a try on this magnificent water!”

Timing is everything

It’s early season, the flow of the water is
steady – bordering on swift in places – and
carrying a tinge of colour. A swan glides
effortlessly past on the glassy surface,
making its way downstream and across the
shadows being thrown on the water by the
breaking dawn.
“This is such a key time of day. There’s no
question that in high summer, first light and
last light are the prime times to catch fish.
That’s possibly the most important lesson I
could pass on to any angler looking for
success on this river. Set the alarm for early
o’clock!” Adam smiles as he double checks
the knots on his rigs, knowing full well that
any flaw will be exposed by the hard-fighting

chub or barbel he is hoping to encounter.
Soon, Adam is ready to do battle, and
quietly edges out into the margins. “I’m
wearing chest waders because I want to
stand in the slightly deeper water, so I can
run the float along the area where I suspect
the fish are holed up.
“It goes without saying that you need to
take care when wading, and to make slow,
well-calculated movements. The bottom is
solid here with gravel, but always be mindful
of deep holes!” he says, while surveying the
run he plans to plunder.

“It’s all about the challenge of using your
skills to outwit a wild creature which is
the master of its environment”

Getting into the flow

The spot Adam has chosen for today’s
session is a typical River Wye swim, and one
which provides the perfect combination of
flow, depth and cover for the fish.
“What we have here is essentially a steady
glide, probably around 6ft at its deepest.
The far bank is thickly lined with trees and
bushes, and such a spot offers fish the kind
of security they require,” he says.
“On rivers like the Wye, endless
possibilities exist both in terms of the type
of swims available and ways to fish them,
but I have chosen to fish the float today,
rather than a feeder or bomb. I think it’s the
most appropriate way to fish this spot but,
more importantly, it brings me a lot of
satisfaction. Fishing is not just about
catching a fish – we could do that with a
net or a stick of dynamite!” he adds.
“It’s all about the challenge you set
yourself, to use your skills to outwit a
wild creature which is the master of
its environment.”

Two targets, two tactics

A small belt pouch around Adam’s waist
houses a few small end-tackle items as well
as his baits, which today are breadflake and
a range of pellets – small mixed sizes for
loosefeed and 10mm coarse pellets for the
A switch to banded
pellet enticed a bite
from this fine barbel
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Few rivers in the
country can match the
Wye’s scenic landscape

hook. A powerful 13ft match rod and a reel
loaded with 5lb Maxima line complete the
simple set-up.
“Chub are going to be my first target
species. The swim is known to hold a few
barbel, and I expect one or two might show
up later on, once I have been trickling bait
into the swim for an hour or two,” he says.
“Chub are the crows of the fish world in
my view – they’re opportunists that will eat
pretty much anything. In fast flowing water
like this, the fish don’t really have time to
be fussy and when a potential meal drifts by
they are compelled to investigate it. That’s
why I’m going to focus on big hookbaits. I
want the offering to stand out, so that a
greedy chub won’t be able to refuse it.”
As he talks, Adam flicks out a few pellets
at a time into the head of the run, allowing
the current to take them down to what he
envisages will be the catching zone.
“Hopefully, these pellets will encourage
the barbel to feed later on, but in the
meantime the chub will pick them off. I’ll
feed for 20 minutes before fishing to try to
get the chub feeding with confidence. I’m
imagining perhaps a dozen to twenty chub
to be in the immediate area. They will be
flitting across the current intercepting
whatever they think might be a meal,
and will be at their most active in this
early morning period, so it’s vital to take
full advantage.”

Early morning action

Although feeding pellets, Adam kicks off
proceedings with a big chunk of breadflake
on the hook. He buries a size 10 wide gape
pattern between a folded piece of flake and
then squeezes it tightly around the shank
before pulling on the line above the hook so
that the point is firmly inside. Such a

buoyant bait needs an appropriate rig to
present it properly.
“I’m starting off with an 8g balsa float
pattern, with a group of large shots set
together in a bulk down the line to keep the
bait down in the flow. A couple of No.4
dropper shots below these will indicate the
bite. My hooklength is attached with a

Adam attached his 10mm pellets using a large
latex Drennan pellet band nicked onto the hook

Adam’s tackle
z Rod: Maver 13ft float
z Reel: Daiwa Theory TH2500A
z Mainline: 5lb Maxima
z Hooklink: 4lb Maxima
z Hooks: Size 10 and 12 Korda Mixa
z Loosefeed: Bankside Tackle Mini Mass pellets
z Hookbaits: 10mm coarse pellets
z Floats: Dave Harrell Loaded Speci Waggler
and Balsa Missile

Half a dozen stick floats, Avons and wagglers will
cover most eventualities when trotting the Wye

small swivel, helping to minimise line spin
which is a common problem when
constantly retrieving and casting in fast
water,” he says.
Soon it’s time for Adam to make his first
exploratory cast.
“I adore that sense of wonderful
anticipation the first cast of the day brings.
It could produce a monster, a minnow or
nothing at all, but I always have butterflies
in my stomach when I see the float trundle
off downstream.”
Half an hour soon passes without a bite,
so Adam tries a little bit further across the
flow. The float is now around 25 metres
downstream, the early morning sunbeams
illuminating its bright red tip, when
suddenly it darts from view. Adam sweeps
the rod upwards on the strike and the battle
is on! His rod arches with the first powerful
surging run of the fish as it hurtles off
downstream, trying to find sanctuary in any
snag or boulder in its path. But the line
holds true and little by little Adam gains
control, until the fish finally breaks the
surface amid a glistening spray of water.
“Looks like a decent chub,” says Adam, as
the fish, finally tiring, is guided carefully
across the current to his waiting hand. He
picks out his prize, holds it aloft and grins
with delight at a beautiful brassy chub of
3lb-plus.
“It’s not the largest I’ve ever landed by any
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River of dreams

TURN TO PAGE 66

…to learn how to tie a loaded waggler
rig like the one Adam used to trot for
chub and barbel on the River Wye

Barbel need to be
played with patience
on trotting gear

means, but it certainly gave a cracking
account of itself,” he adds, before returning
the fish to the depths.
“Great stuff! Let’s catch another!” Adam
grins, eager to make the most of the
conditions before the sunlight penetrates
the water and sends the chub into hiding.

Switch to the waggler

Adam’s float trundles off again, and on the
first run down buries once more, but the
fish inexplicably sheds the hook after a
brief tussle.
“Aaargh!” he shouts with a grimace, and a
couple of choice expletives, before
recomposing himself and rebaiting the
hook. The constant feeding of pellets seems
to have the chub queuing up and the next
time the float disappears Adam plays the
fish with more caution.
At first the chub hangs in the flow, before
racing across towards the far bank. Adam
raises the rod high, then to the side, trying
to match the moves of his adversary and
steer it away from any potential danger.
“Such power!” he says, as the fish surges
off again, forcing Adam to backwind to stay
in contact, but inch by inch he begins to
gain the upper hand.
“Here it is!” he yells, as another
immaculate Wye chub breaks surface for
the final time.
“It’s a bigger one, and although not a
monster, it fought like a fish twice its size,”
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“It’s a simple form
of fishing. Anybody
with a float rod
and bag of pellets
can have a go at it”
he says while admiring his prize. “What a
scrap – it’s what river fishing is all about!”
Despite the excitement, the day is not
over by any means. Adam changes over to
his waggler set-up to try for a barbel on
banded pellet.
“This is such a simple form of fishing, and
something anybody with a float rod, a few
floats and bag of pellets can have a go at. I’m
using a loaded speci waggler locked in place
with two rubber float stops. Down the line
I’ve got three tiny shots and a single banded
pellet under a size 12 hook. It’s a very basic
set-up – but I bet it produces the goods!” he
boldly predicts.

Bowing out with a barbel

As with the chub earlier, it takes half an
hour of fishing before Adam’s trotted
hookbait finally finds the mouth of a fish.
He strikes immediately, and this time is left
in no doubt which species he’s attached to!

“I’ve got a proper chap on here – and one
that’s got whiskers too I think!” he gasps
while struggling to contain the first
powerful lunges of a decidedly disgruntled
barbel that seems hell bent on taking all of
Adam’s reel line on it’s first spellbinding
run up the river.
“No you don’t!” he grimaces, while piling
on the side strain, retaining full confidence
in his gear.
“It doesn’t feel massive, but it’s a good
fish nonetheless!”
Five long minutes of huffing and puffing
later, the landing net is slipped under a
superbly-conditioned barbel of around
5lb. The childlike delight on Adam’s face
is palpable.
“What can I say? If you can’t get high on a
session like that, then you probably have no
pulse! My arms are aching, my heart is
racing and my spirit is revitalised – I think I
need a lie down!” says Adam, looking like a
man very satisfied with his
morning’s work.

How you can fish the venue
Adam was targeting Lower Hill Court fishery, a
few miles downstream of the town of Ross-onWye. For full details of how you can book a ticket
on the fishery, or the numerous other rivers and
stillwaters run by Angling Dreams, please log on
to the website www.anglingdreams.co.uk

